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- What is the CASE standard and CASE Network 2? - Monica Watts
- Georgia Department of Education Instance - Joyce Bearden
- CASE Network 2 Demonstration - Pepper Williams
- Path to get involved - Dr. Keith Osburn
- Signing up for CASE Network 2 - Monica Watts
What is CASE®?

A digital (machine-readable) format for recording, publishing and exchanging academic objectives, competencies and skills.

- **CASE Framework**: A hierarchical document with academic/learning objectives
- **CASE Framework Item**: Each individual academic objective
- **Associations**: To other standards or other documents
A Central Repository of Academic Standards

CASE Network 2 is a breakthrough collaboration that establishes a single open repository service for K-12 state and national academic standards and competencies. When learning standards are in the CASE digital format and accessible through CASE Network 2, it’s faster, easier, and less expensive to align digital resources, instruction, and assessments.
Georgia Department of Education
CASE Network 2
Path to Involvement

Dr. Keith Osburn
Next Steps - Monica Watts

Register for CASE Network 2

https://www.1edtech.org/program/casenetwork2
Aligning learning and assessment to academic standards is a challenging task. CASE Network 2 provides educators and edtech suppliers an efficient and effective approach to ensure all learning experiences align with the authoritative source. This offers insight into how students are performing in relation to academic standards within various learning and assessment tools.

Check Out All the National Academic Standards
They're Free to Browse for Everyone!

See CASE Network 2
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